Citrix Cloud Readiness
Assessment

Healthcare Expertise
On Demand

OVERVIEW
Citrix Cloud now enables their traditionally on-premises products and
services, such as Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops and secure access solutions
via the NetScaler platform, to be hosted and delivered via public cloud. But,
how do you get started in evaluating whether your organization is ready for
Citrix Cloud? Or, which deployment method may be the right one for your
organization? CloudWave’s Cloud Readiness Assessment for Citrix examines
your existing Citrix user workspace solution and operational state and provides
the following:
Expert Consulting – CloudWave possesses the experience and expertise to
evaluate your environment. We’ll review and evaluate your existing Citrix
workspace solution and will deliver the benefits, risks, and considerations in
transitioning to Citrix Cloud.
Tailored Reporting – CloudWave will report all findings as well as provide
knowledge transfer throughout the entire process to your team.

Key Benefits
• Significantly reduce the time and
risk to assess, architect, and integrate
Citrix Cloud
• Accelerate business qualification
and enablement for adopting a
cloud model for user workspace
• Identify use cases, costs, and
benefits through an expert review of
your Citrix environment
• Gain insight into Citrix Cloud for
options available in deploying a
hybrid or fully cloud hosted model

DELIVERABLES
The Cloud Readiness Assessment for Citrix examines your business
requirements and applies these requirements to use cases for Citrix
Cloud services. Moreover, we’ll provide your organizations with options for
moving your workloads into leading recognized cloud providers, such as
Microsoft Azure or AWS. We’ll also include a review of your current licensing
arrangements – ensuring you have the right quantity of licenses for your move
to the cloud – as well as an overview of common cloud transition hurdles and
proven strategies for overcoming them.

• Assess cost model options,
including licensing, resource
consumption of workloads, and
contractual obligations

CloudWave will explain how each service can deliver your user workspace and
will provide the business impact and ROI analysis. We’ll explore the practical
aspects of administration and provisioning as well as delve into more complex
topics, such as integration planning.
Upon completion of the assessment, you’ll have a clearer understanding of the
roadmap for your organization – from an IT and business perspective. Based
on our business analysis, we’ll make recommendations on how to make a
Citrix Cloud adoption as effective as possible. At the end of this engagement,
CloudWave will deliver a Citrix Cloud Services Recommendation Report and
a Citrix Cloud Readiness Report.
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SUMMARY
• Understand your starting point – Get an expert review
of your workloads and licensing needs.
• Discover cloud leading practices – Learn common
cloud optimizations and how to benefit from them
• Review IT Processes – Learn what is required to support
a Citrix Cloud adoption
• Build a Cloud Readiness Report – Discover how Citrix
products and services will simplify your journey to the
cloud

ABOUT US
We bring the cloud to healthcare.
CloudWave creates multi-cloud solutions for healthcare
which bring together cloud edge on-premises
customer data center resources, managed private cloud
services in our OpSus Healthcare Cloud, and seamless
federation with public cloud services like Office 365,
Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud and AWS.
CloudWave’s OpSus Healthcare Cloud services are
built for healthcare and include hosting of over
125 healthcare applications, disaster recovery with
auditable testing and data restoration, systems
management, security, backup, and archiving services.
CloudWave architects healthcare IT solutions with the
goal of operational sustainability. Our engineers and
consultants have extensive experience designing and
implementing solutions for hospitals.
Whether you want to operate your IT systems in your
data center, in the cloud, or a combination of both,
CloudWave can help. We take a multi cloud approach
to healthcare IT by helping hospitals architect, build,
and integrate a personalized solution using managed
private cloud, public cloud, and cloud edge resources.

Learn More at www.gocloudwave.com.
CloudWave offers a complete suite of services to provide customers with options for
end-to-end EMR/EHR, Imaging, and enterprise systems support and management.
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